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The study o-f injective and projective modules started about 
more than fifty years back. The -first author to introduce these 
concepts was R. Baer who, in 1940, generalised a very striking 
property of divisible abelian groups in the setting of modules. 
The result under reference states that a dii'isible group G is a 
direct sumrsand of every group tthich coTitairiS G as its subgroup. 
Motivated by this observation, a module H over a ring R j :-
defiried to be iujective if M is a direct sumKand of every P-
module H I'^hich contairis H as a sub9oduIe. But it was after a 
decade that B. Eckmann and A. Schopf rediscovered the idea of 
injsctivity and established the existence of a minimal injective 
extension of any module, unique upto an isomorphism. Kenjiro 
Shoda [Osaka Math. Journal, 1949 and 19523 also seems to have 
discovered independently the existence of a minimal irtjectiv^ e 
extension who established an anology of the notion with the 
algebraic closure of a field. Since then the subject has been 
attracting a wide circle of mathematicians. The notion of 
injective modules has also been generalised in various directions 
like quas i-irijective stodules, pseudo injective nodules ana 
coTitifiuoas modules. 
The object of the present dissertation is to collect and 
arrange material on injective modules and their generalizations. 
It is very tempting now-a-days to see how these concepts may be 
used in the context of commutative algebra and how these notions 
raay help generalize the results of commutative algebra in a non-
commutative setting. But because of our limitations, we ha^ 'e 
resisted this temptation. Neither we claim to be thorough s-nd 
norripiets in surveying the literature on the topics included i i 
the present dissertation. 
(11) 
The exposition consists of -five chapters, besides a 
bibliography in the end. The -first chapter includes some basic 
de-finitions and • well known results which are needed for the 
development o-f the subject matter in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 2 opens with definition of an injective module. Its 
fundamental properties and important characterizations are 
studied. The implication of injectivity and divisibility of 
modules is also discussed. The chapter ends with a useful 
characterization of Noetherian rings in terms of injective 
modules. 
In chapter 3, we introduce the notion o-f quasi-injective 
modules and show that quasi-injectivity is>a generalization of 
injectivity. Certain properties of quasi-injective modules Are 
also included here. 
The concept of quasi-injective modules is further genera-
lized in two different directions - namely, pseudo injective 
modules and continuous modules. These modules are discussed in 
the last two chapters. Here, we are intended just to set down 
some of our resources and to suggest further reading 
(particularly on continuous modules) for those who get interested 
in the subject. 
CHAPTER ONE 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION. 
The aim of the present chapter is to give a survey of 
preliminary concepts and fundamental results which will be 
needed in the chapters to follow. Certainly, we will avoid 
to deal with such elementary concepts as those of groi;?)s, 
rings, modules and their substructures etcetra. But notions 
like direct product, direct sum and subdirect sum are pre-
sented because these concepts will occur frequently through-
out the dissertation. The chapter also includes some well 
known important theorems. No attempt will, however, be made 
to give their proofs. The material produced here has been 
collected from the literatures such as Cartan and Eilenberg 
[15]> Herstein [43], Jacobson [48], Lambek [67] and Zeriski 
and Samuel [108] . 
1.2 SOME RING THEORETIC NOTIONS. 
Throughoi|t,R wi l l represent an assoc ia t ive r ing . 
DEFINITION 1.2.1 (NILPOTENT ELEMENT). A non-zero element 
X e R i s ca l led a n i l po t en t element i f the re ex i s t s a pos i -
t i v e in teger n > 1 such t h a t x" = 0. If for some pos i t ive 
in teger m, x'" = 0 and x"^" f 0, then m i s said t o be the 
index of nilpotency of the element x e R. 
REMARK 1.2,1. Every nilpotent element is necessarily a 
divisor of zero. For, if m is the index of nilpotency of a 
nilpotent element x e R, then x(x" ) = 0 with x°^ ~ f 0. 
DEFINITION 1.2.2. (IDEMPOTENT ELEMENT). An element x e R 
2 is said to be idempotent if x^ = x. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3. (NILPOTENT IDEAL). An (right or left) 
ideal I of R is said to be a nilpotent ideal if there exists 
a positive integer n such that 1° = (0). 
DEFINITION 1.2.4. (NIL IDEAL). An (right or left) ideal I in 
R is called a nil ideal if every element of I is nilpotent. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.1. In the ring Z/(8), the ideal A = {o, 2, 4, 6} 
is nilpotent. In fact A^ = (o). 
REMARK 1.2.2. It is straight-forward to check that every 
nilpotent ideal is necessarily nil but not conversely. For 
an example of a nil ideal which is not nilpotent, we refer 
to [71, 2.15]. 
DEFINITION 1,2.5. (PRIME IDEAL). An ideal P in R is said 
to be a prime ideal if and only if it has the property that 
for any ideals A, B in R, whenever AB S P, then A ^  P or 
B S P . 
DEFINITION 1.2.6. (SEMI PRIME IDEAL). An ideal Q in R is 
said to be a semi prime ideal if and only if it has the 
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property that for any ideal A in R, whenever A Q Q, then 
A S Q. 
DEFINITION 1.2.7. (MAXIMAL IDEAL). An ideal M in R is called 
a maximal ideal if M ?t R and there exists no ideal A in R 
such that M c A c: R. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.2.(i) In the ring Z of integers (p), ideal gene-
rated by a prime ntimber p is a prime ideal. Also (O) is a 
prime ideal in Z, 
(ii) In Z, the ideal (6) is a semi prime ideal 
but not a prime ideal. 
(iii) In Z, (p) is a maximal ideal for any prime 
number p. 
REMARKS 1.2.3. (i) Every prime ideal is a semi prime ideal 
but not conversely (ref. example 1.2.2 (ii)). 
(ii) In a commutative ring with unity, every 
maximal ideal is a prime ideal but not conversely. For an 
example we note that in Z, (O) is a prime ideal but it is 
not a maximal ideal. Indeed, (O) ci (2) c Z. 
(iii) If R does not contain unity, a maximal 
ideal need not be prime. For example in the ring E of even 
integers, the ideal (^ ) » {O, +kf HK8, ^;16, i ....} is maxi-
mal but not pri«e» becauise 2.2 e (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
DEFINITION 1.2.8 (PRIME RADICAL). The prime radical © (A) 
of an ideal A in a ring R is the intersection of all the 
prime ideals in R which contain A, 
DEFINITION 1.2,9. (JAOOBSON RADICAL). The Jacobson radical 
J(R) of a ring R is the intersection of all maximal ideals 
of R. 
REMARK 1.2.4. If re(5)(A) then there exists a positive inte-
ger n such that r e A. 
DEFINITION 1.2.10. (BOOLEAN RING). A ring R is called a 
Boolean ring if all of its elements are idempotent,i.e. 
x^ = X, for all X e R. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.3. Ring 1/(2) of integers modijlo 2 is a Boolean 
ring. 
DEFINITION 1.2.11. (PRINCIPAL IDEAL DOMAIN). The intersection 
of all ideals in a ring R which contain an element a e R is 
called a principal ideal generated by the element a e R and 
is denoted by (a) or < a >. 
If R is a commutative ring with xjnity 1 then (a)={ar|reR} 
A commutative ring with unity is called a principal 
ideal ring (PIR) if every ideal of it is a principal ideal. 
A principal ideal ring free from proper zero divisors is called 
a principal ideal domain (PID). 
EXAMPLE 1.2.4. Each of the following rings is a PID. 
( i ) The r ing Z of i n t ege r s . 
( i i ) The r ing F[X] of polynomials in an indeterminate x 
over a f i e ld F. 
( i i i ) Z[i] = {a+bi | a, b e Z, i = - 1 } , the r ing of Gaiassain 
i n t ege r s . 
DEFINITION 1.2.12. (SIMPLE RING). A r ing R with more than 
one element i s said t o be simple i f i t s only idea l s are the 
two t r i v i a l i d e a l s , namely (O) and R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.13. (SEMI SIMPLE RING). A r ing R i s said to 
be semi-simple i f i t s Jacobson rad ica l i s zero. 
REMARK 1.2 .5 . ( i ) A Boolean r ing i s necessar i ly commutative. 
( i i ) A d iv i s ion r ing i s necessar i ly simple but 
not conversely. In f ac t , i f D i s a division r ing , then the 
complete matrix r ing D^^ , for a pos i t i ve in teger n i s simple 
which, of coiarse, i s not a dividon r i ng . 
EXAMPLE 1 .2 .5 . The r ing Z of in tegers i s a semi simple r ing 
because 
j(z) - (p^)n (Pg) n (P3) n 
= (0) 
DEFINITION 1.2.14. (PRIME RING). A ring R is said to be a 
prime ring if and only if its zero ideal is a prime ideal in R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.15. (SEMI PRIME RING). A ring R is said to be 
a semi prime ring if and only if it has no nonzero nilpotent 
ideals. 
DEFINITION 1.2.16. (REGULAR RING). A ring R is called a 
(Von Neumann) regiilar ring if for every a e R, there exists 
X e R such that axa = a. 
DEFINITION 1.2.17. (LOCAL RING). A ring R is called a local 
ring if it has exactly one maximal ideal. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.6. (i) Let V be a finite dimensional vector space 
over a field F, and L(V) denote the ring of linear transfor-
mations of V. Then L(V) is a regular ring. 
(ii) Since (O) is the only maximal ideal in a 
field F, and so every field is a local ring. 
DEFINITION 1.2.18. (ARTINIAN and NOETHERIAN RINGS). A ring 
R is called a left (right) Artinian ring if R satisfies 
descending chain condition (d.c.c.) on left (right) ideals. 
Equivalently R is a left (right) Antinian if for 
every infinite descending chain of left (right) ideals 
rtn -m^ *»^ -1^ i W - ^ -^ *- -^  .- -. 
there exists a positive integer n such that 
^1 = ^ l ^ l ' ^1+2 = — - -
In case R is both left as well as right Artinian, 
it is said to be Artinian ring. 
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Dually we define left (right) Noetherian and Noethe-
rian rings by replacing ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) 
in place of d.c.c. in the above definition. 
EXmPLE 1.2.7 (i) The ring R » {( ^  c ^ i b,ceR*^ °^ matrices ; 
where a is a rational and b, c are real numbers is a left 
Artinian ring, 
(ii) Every PIR is a Noetherian ring. Thus 2, 
every field F and the polynomial ring F[X3 are all Noetherian 
rings. 
(iii) Fields being simple rings, are also Artinian. 
(iv) For an example of a ring which is neither 
Artinian nor Noetherian, we refer to [71, Example 2.23]. 
DEFINITION 1.2.19 (DIRECT PRODUCT AND DIRECT SUM). The direct 
product J[ R. of a family of rings R. i e I indexed by an 
iel ^ ^ 
index set I is their cartesian product with operations defi-
ned component-wise. This is also sometimes referred to as 
complete direct sum of the rings R.. 
The subring T of 7T ^ 4 consisting of those elements 
iel ^  
which have the property that atmost a finite number of the 
components are different from zero is called the discrete 
direct sum (^  R^ of rings R^, i e I. Of course for a 
finite set of rings the concept of complete direct s\m or 
direct product coincideswith that of discrete direct sum 
and we shall usually in this case simply refer to the direct sum. 
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In the i n f i n i t e case we can use yet another notions 
of the d i r e c t product and d i r e c t sums. We define 
S = { a : I > UR^/a i s a fxmction with the property t h a t 
a ( i ) e R^ for each i e I } . 
In S define t h e two operations as follows : 
For any a,b e S, 
( i ) Addition : (a-t-h) ( i ) = a ( i ) + b ( i ) ; 
( i i ) Mul t ip l ica t ion : (ab) ( i ) = a ( i ) b ( i ) ; 
I t i s s t ra ight- forward t o check t h a t thes-e two operations 
turn S t o be a r ing which i s ca l led the d i r ec t product or 
complete d i r e c t sum of r ings R^ .^ Thus d i s c r e t e d i r e c t sum 
i s the se t of a l l functions in S which take on the value zero 
a t a l l but a t most a f i n i t e number of elements i of I . 
DEFINITION 1.2.20 (SUB DIRECT SUM OF RINGS). Let S be the 
complete d i r e c t sum of a family of r ings R., i e I . Then 
with each i e I , we may assoc ia te a homomorphism 6 . : S > R. 
from S onto R^ given by a 9^ ^ » a ( i ) . If T i s a subring of S 
with the property t h a t 16^ = R^ for every i e I , then T i s 
sa id t o be a subdirect sua of the r ings R., i e I . 
DEFINITION 1.2.21 (FRACTIONARY IDEAL). Given an in t eg ra l 
domain R and i t s quotient f i e l d K, a sub R-modiile I of K i s 
said t o be a f rac t ionary ideal of R i f the elements of I 
admit a common denominator d ^ 0 in R, more p rec i se ly , i f 
there exists d f 0 in R such that I ^ (l/d)R. Then we have 
I = (1/d) A where A is an ordinary ideal in R. 
DEFINITION 1.2.22 (DEDEKIND DOMAIN). A ring R is said to be 
a dedekind doaain if it is an integral domain and if every 
ideal in R is a product of prime ideals. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.7. Every P.I.D. is a dedekind domain. 
DEFINITION 1.2.23 (QUOTIENT OF IDEALS). If A and B are ideals 
of R, the quotient A : B consists of all elements c of R such 
that cB ^  A. 
1.3 SOME CPNCSPTS IN MODULES • 
Throughout this section M will denote a left R-module 
If R contains uriity 1, M is necessarily assumed to be unitary 
that is satisfying the property 1. m = m, for all m e M. 
The direct product (direct sum) of a family of R-
modules M., i e I is defined in exactly the same way as the 
direct product (direct sum) of rings (cf. Definition 1.2.19). 
If M = Jj'Mj^ , we have the cononical epimorphisms 15. : M ^ M. 
and monomorphisms k. : M. > M defined by T(.(a) = a(i) and 
^i^^j) = ^ ot' if d M clearly then 
I if d = i 
71^  o k. » { , where I is the identity mapping 
^ ^ o if d f i 
of M^. 
Let M =7T M^, the direct product of R modules M., i e I, 
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then each of M. i s c a l l e d t h e d i r e c t f a c t o r of t h e module M. 
In c a s e of t h e d i r e c t s\m M » ®Mj^, each M^^ i s known as 
d i r e c t summand of M, which we s h a l l g e n e r a l l y c a l l as summard 
of M. 
Let M and N be R-modiales, The s e t of a l l R-homomorphisms 
of M i n t o N w i l l be denoted by Honij^  (M,N). I f R i s commuta-
t i v e r i n g , Homo (M,N) may be g iven t h e s t r u c t u r e of an R-
module by de f in ing t h e s c a l a r m u l t i p l i c a t i o n as fo l lows : 
For any r e R and f e Homp^  (M,N), r f ; M > N such t h a t 
( r f ) (m) = r . f ( m ) , V m e M. 
In case M = N, End^ (M) w i l l s t and f o r Hofflo (M,N) which can 
be t u rned i n t o a r i n g by d e f i n i n g t h e p r o d u c t . 
f^f2(m) = f^(f2(m)) ; f^, f2 e End^^ M and m e M. 
DEFINITION 1 .3 .24 (SIMPLE MODULE). A module M over a r i n g R 
i s c a l l e d s imple i f (O) i s a maximal submodule of M. 
DEFINITION 1.3.25 (SOCLE OF A MODULE). The sum of a l l s imple 
submodules of M i s c a l l e d t h e s o c l e of M and i s denoted by 
Soc M. 
DEFINITION 1.3 .26 (SEMI SIMPLE MODULE). An R-module M i s 
c a l l e d semi-s imple i f M = Soc M. 
REMARK 1 .3 .1 ( a ) I f M has no s imple submodule, t hen Soc M = (0) 
(b) Soc M i s a d i r e c t sum of simple submodules 
of M. 
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DEFINITION 1.3.27 (REDUCIBLE MODULE). A module M is said to 
be completely reducible if every submodule of M is a direct 
suianand. 
REMARK 1.3.2. A semi simple module is completely reducible. 
DEFINITION 1.3.28. (INDECOMPOSABLE MODULE). A module M is 
said to be indecomposable if its only summands are (O) and M. 
DEFINITION 1.3.29. (UNIFORM MODULE). A module M is called 
uniform if the intersection of any two nonzero submodules 
of M is not zero. 
DEFINITION 1.3.30 (TORSION AND TORSION FREE MODULES). An 
element m of a module M over R is said to be torsion element 
if there is a nonzero regular element r e R with rm = 0. 
Totality of all torsion elements of M forms a sub-
module T(M) of M, known as the torsion submodule of M. 
M is said to be a torsion module if and only if 
T(M) = M and to be Torsion Free if and only if T(M) = 0. 
DEFINITION 1,3.31 (FREE MODULE). A module M is called free 
if it has a basis. 
It is immediate that M is free if and only if it is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of R. 
DEFINITION 1.3.32 (EXACT SEQUENCES). By an Exact Sequence 
(of modules) we mean a finite or infinite sequence 
f g 
> X > Y > Z > 
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of homomorphisms of modiiLes over R such tha t image of the 
input homomorphism i s equal t o the kernel of the output 
homomorphism a t every module other than the ends ( i f any) 
of sequence. For ins tance at the module Y, we should have, 
Im(f) = ker (g) 
An exact sequence of the form 
f g 
0 > X > Y > Z > 0 
wi l l be ca l led a short Exact sequence. 
REMARK 1.3 .3 . Ifeing the notions of exact sequences a homo-
morphism f : M > N i s an epimorphism, monomorphism or 
isomorphism according as the sequence 
or 
M — 
0 — 
0 — 
> N-
> M 
> M-
f 
f 
- ^ 0 
- ^ N 
- ^ N — — > 0 
is exact respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.3.33 (SPLITTING SEQUENCE). An exact sequence 
f g 
> X > Y > 2 > 
i s said t o be SPLIT a t the module Y i f t he r e ex i s t s a homo-
morphism h : Y > X such t h a t hof = I^ . 
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The homomorphism h : Y > X may be ca l led S p l i t t i n g 
Homomorphism. 
If the exact sequence s p l i t s a t each of i t s non end 
modiiles, we say t h a t the sequence s p l i t s . 
REMARK 1.3 .^ ( i ) Since a shor t exact sequence 
f g 
0 > X > Y > Z > 0 
obviously splits at X and Z it splits iff it does so at the 
middle module Y. 
(ii) An exact sequence 
f g 
-» 0 > X > Y > Z >-- -
splits at Y iff 
A = Im (f) = Ker (g). 
is a direct summand of Y, 
1.^ SOME KEY RESULTS 
In the following we nention some well known results 
without supplying their proofs which will be used in the 
following chapters. These results are extracted from the 
texts like [15], [66], [67] and [108]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.1. The Jacobson radical J(R) of a ring R 
is the set of all x e R such that 1-xr is right invertible 
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for every r e R. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.2 (a) R is a local ring iff R/J(R) is a 
divisbn ring. 
(b) A commutative ring R is local if and 
only if the non units of R forms an ideal (which is in fact 
unique maximal ideal). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.3. An integral domain R is a dedekind 
domain if and only if the set of all fractionary ideals of 
R forms a multiplicative group. 
PROPOSITION 1.4,4. Every module is isomorphic to a factor 
of a free module. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.5. A modxiLe M is Artinian (Noetherian) iff 
every non empty set of submodules of M has a minimal (maximal) 
element. 
PROPOSITION 1,4.6. A module M is Noetherian iff every sub-
module of M is finitely generated. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.7. Let M - ^ N > 0 be an exact sequence 
with a splitting homomorphism f, then, 
M = Im(f') ©Ker f 
= N © Ker f 
= Im(f) ® Ker f 
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PROPOSITION 1.^.8. For a short exact seqiJence 
0 > X—^^—> y—^—> 2 > 0 the following conditions 
are equivalent 
(a) This sequence splits-
(b) f has a left inverse. 
(c) g has a right inverse , 
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CHAPTER TWO 
INJECTIVE MODULES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION. 
We recall that an abelian group G is called divisible 
if G = nG for every positive integer n and that such a group 
is a direct sumnand of every abelian group H which contains 
G as a subgroup. In an attempt to generalize the mentioned 
result to abelian groups admitting a ring of operators, 
Reinhold Baer initiated the study of infective modules in 
1 9 ^ who also established that every modiale is a submodule 
of an infective module [cf. Theorem 2.4.3]. However the 
concept of injectivity got a great impetus only after a 
decade when B. Eckmann and A. Schopf [l6] rediscovered the 
idea of injective modules and established the existence of 
a minimal infective extension of every module which is unique 
\ipto an isomorphism. The present chapter is devoted to the 
study of some standard resiilts of basic importance on injec-
tive modules, the details of which have occurred in many 
monographs and books. 
The section 2.2 opens with the very definition of an 
infective module and ends with some criterion for a modiiLe 
to be injective. Since injectivity is closely related with 
divisibility, section 2.3 deals with the divisible modules. 
Existence of enough infectives is shown in the next section. 
In section 2.5 some important properties of injective modules 
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are discussed. Though a useful cha rac te r i za t ion of Noethe-
r ian r ings in terms of in fec t ive modules i s included in the 
end of t h i s sec t ion , but we do not t r y t o be complete in 
t h i s d i r ec t ion in view of the capacity of our work. 
Section 2.6 and 2.7 lead t o the study of e s sen t i a l 
extensions and i n j ac t i ve hu l l s of a module. A fundamental 
theoran due t o Eckmann and Schopf about the existence of a 
uniquely determined in fec t ive hiiLl of a modxale i s s t a t ed 
in theorem 2 . 7 . 1 . 
Throughout t h i s chapter R wi l l denote a r ing and by an 
R-module, we sha l l mean always a l e f t module over R which 
wi l l be imitary i f R contains un i ty . 
2.2 INJECTIVE MODULES 
In 1 9 ^ , R Baer [5] i n i t i a t e d the study of abelian 
groins admitting a r ing of operators sa t i s fy ing the property 
t ha t the abelian group i s a d i r ec t summand of every such 
other abel ian group which contains i t as a subgroup. In the 
modern days terminology, these types of abelian groups are 
ca l led Infect ive modules. 
DEFINITION 2 .2 .1 (INJECTIVE MODULES). A module M over a r i rg 
R ( l e s s e x p l i c i t l y an R-modtile) i s sa id t o be an in fec t ive 
module i f M i s a d i r e c t summand of every R-module N which 
contains M as a submodule. 
EXAMPLE 2 .2 .1 (a) Every zero modxile i s i n j ec t i ve . 
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(b) The set Q of rational numbers as a module over the 
ring Z of integers is an injective module. 
(c) Every module over a division ring is infective. 
In particular, every vector space over a field F is injective, 
when considered as an F-module, 
An infective modijle can be characterized in many ways. 
We shall give some of them here without supplying their proofs 
which can be found in many works including [92] and [97]. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let f : M > N be a monomorphism from an 
R-module M to an R-module N. Then an R-module E is infective 
if and only if for any homomorphism g : M > E, there exists 
a homomorphism h : N > E such that g = hf. 
The above result can be restated as follows : 
M is infective if and only if given any diagram, 
0 > M > N, exact i 
E 
of R-modules and R-homomorphisms with row exact, there exis ts 
an R-homomorphism g : N > E such t h a t the r e su l t i ng diagram 
0 > M > N 
g ^ ^ ' ^ ^ 
is commutative. 
Existance of such a homomorphism h is referred to as <*g 
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can be extended to h. 
The above result also holds if M is replaced by any 
left ideal I of R and N is replaced by R itself. In this 
case the monomorphism f is naturally the inclusion mapping. 
THEOREM 2.2,2. Let E be an R-module. Then E is infective 
if and only if every short exact sequence 
f g 
0 > E > M > N > 0 
of modiiLes over R s p l i t s . 
THEOREM 2 . 2 . 3 . An R-module E i s i n fec t ive i f and only i f the 
sequence 
g* f^  
0 > Homj^ O^^ ) > Homj^ (M,E) > Homj^ (L,E) > 0 
i s exact , for every exact sequence 
f g 
0 > L > M > N > 0 
of R-modules. 
In [5], Baer proved the following characterization of 
infective modules : 
THEOREM 2.2.4. Any unitary module E over a ring R with lonity 
is infective if and only if for any right ideal I of R, each 
homomorphism f : I > E can be induced by an element of E 
in the sense that there exists e e E such that 
f(x) = xe for all x e I 
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2.3 DIVISIBLE MODULES. An abelian group G satisfying G = nG 
for every positive integer n is said to be a divisible group. 
It is well known that a divisible group is a direct summand 
of every abelian group H which contains G as a subgroup. 
Since every abelian group can be assumed as a module over 
the ring Z of integers, so in terms of injactivity, we may 
say that every divisible group as a Z-mod\ile is injective. 
Now we shall generalize the notion of divisible groups in 
the theory of modules. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1 (DIVISIBLE ELEMENT). An element m of a 
module M over a ring R is said to be divisible if for every 
r e R which is not a right zero divisor, there exists m'' e M 
such that m = rm' 
DEFINITION 2.3.2 (DIVISIBLE MODULE). A module M over a ring 
R is said to be divisible if each of its elements is divisible. 
Naturally, M is divisible if and only if M = rM for all r e R, 
whenever r is not a right zero divisor. 
EXAMPLES 2.3.1 (a) The set Q of rational numbers as module 
over Z, the ring of integers is a divisible modiile. 
(b) Every vector space is a divisible module. 
(c) Every zero module is always a divisible 
module. 
REMARK 2.3.1 (a) When we deal with right modules right zero 
divisors in the definition of divisibility are replaced by 
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left zero divisors. 
(b) Every homomorphic image of a divisible module is 
divisible. In particular, if S is a submodule of a divisible 
modiiLe over R, then M/S is also a divisible R-module. 
(c) Direct prodixjt and direct sum of a family of divi-
sible modules over a ring R are divisible R-modules. 
(d) Every abelian group can be embedded in a divisible 
abelian group. 
Contrary to divisible groups, a divisible module (even over a 
domain) need not be infective. In support of our claim we 
refer to example 2.3.2 which will appear a little after. 
However the converse holds. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. Every infective module is necessarily divisible. 
PROOF. Let M be an infective R-module. If m e M and r e R 
such that r is not a right zero divisor, then consider 
N = {xrjx e R}. Define a mapping of : N > M such that 
f(xr) = xm, for all x e R 
Note that f is a well defined map, since x-, r = x^r ^ =» x, = x 
(because r is not a right zero divisor) which yields that 
x-,m = Xpm and we have. 
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f(x3^ r) = f(x2r) 
Also, 
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f (x^r + X2r) = f(x^ + x^) r 
= ( x , + Xp) m 
= X, m + XpDi 
= fCx^^r) + f(x2r) 
and f (x(x^r) ) = f((x^x^)r) 
= (xx,) m 
= x(x,m) 
= X f(x,r ) 
Thus f : N > M i s a homomorphism. Now consider the diagram 
Inc 
-> N(=Rj > R 
r y' 
/ ^ g 
M 
Since M i s in jec t ive by theorem 2.2.**, t he r e ex i s t s m e M such 
t h a t f(n) = nm', for a l l n e N. In p a r t i c u l a r , f ( l . r ) = ( l . r ) in ' 
=!> l.m = rm' . Thus every element m e M is d i v i s i b l e by every 
r e R, which i s not a r i g h t zero d iv i so r . Hence M i s a d i v i -
s i b l e module. 
The following example shows t h a t a l l d i v i s i b l e modules 
are not necessa r i ly i n f ec t ive . 
EXAMPLE 2 . 3 . 2 . Let F be a f i e l d . Consider R = F [ X , Y ] , the 
r ing of formal power s e r i e s in two indeterminats X and Y over F. 
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K = F(X,Y), the ring of polynomials in the indeter-
minats X and Y over F, 
and M = Rx + Ky, the left ideal of R generated by X, Y e R. 
Clearly K is a divisible module over R and M is a 
submodule of K which follows that D = K/M is a divisible R-
modxiLe (of. Remark 2JJft))). We assert that D is not infective. 
Suppose on contrary that D is injective. Then, for the well 
defined homomorphism f : M > D such that f(r-j^ x + r^y) 
~ ^l* ^2^^^ "^°^ ^^^ ^1* ^2^ ^* ^^ theorem 2.2,4 there exists 
an element k e D such that f(m) =» m k, for all m e M. In par-
ticular 1 = f(l.x + O.y) = f(l.x) = f(x) = X k, whence 
xk-1 e M i.e. there exists t e M such that xk = 1+t e R. 
Similarly y/x = f(y) « y k whence y/x + x = y (k+z) 
for some z e M. 
Hence, (y/x +x) x = y + x = y(k+z) x 
= y(kx + zx) 
= y(l+t+zx) 
= y d + t) + yzx 
= > X = y (t + zx) 
which is a contradiction. This shows that D is not infective. 
Now we give some partial converses to theorem 2.3.1 
without supplying their proofs for which one may look to [92]. 
THEOREM 2.3.2. A module over a principal ideal domain (P. I.D.) 
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i s in fec t ive i f and only i f i t i s d i v i s i b l e . 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . 3 . Let R be a commutative domain and l e t M be 
a to r s ion - f ree d i v i s i b l e R-module. Then R is in fec t ive . 
2 .4 EXISTENCE OF INJECTIVES 
Before studying the p roper t i es of in fec t ive module and 
the appl ica t ions of t he notion of i n j e c t i v i t y l e t us ensure 
t h a t such modules can be produced out of known struct iores. 
We begin with the following r e s u l t s . 
THEOREM 2 . 4 . 1 . Let D be a d i v i s i b l e group and R be a r ing . 
Then Hom^CRtD) i s an in fec t ive R-module. 
THEOREM 2 .4 .2 . Let G be an in fec t ive abel ian group. Then 
Hom-CRfO) in an i n j ec t i ve R-module. 
Now we may prove the famous Baer theorem showing ex i s -
tence of enough in fec t ive modules. 
THEOREM 2 . 4 . 3 . Every R-module M has an in.jactive extension 
in the sense t h a t M can be t r ea t ed as a submodule of an infec-
t i v e module over R. 
PROOF. I t i s s t ra ight- forward t o check t h a t Hom_(R,M) i s a 
l e f t R-modid.e with the following operations : 
(a) Addition : For any f, g e Hom^CRfM), define 
(f+g) ( r ) = f ( r ) + g( r ) for a l l r e R. 
(b) Scalar Mul t ip l ica t ion : For any f e Hom-(R,M) and r , e R, 
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define 
(r-j^ f)(r) » f(r^r) for all r e R 
By Remark 2.3.1 (d), M can be embedded in a divisible group, 
say D. Let g : M ^ D be natural injection. Now induce 
g^ : Hom^CRfM) > Hom^CR.D), defined by g*(f) = gf. 
Then g*^  i s a homomorphism of R-modules. Next de f ine 
k : M > Hom^CR.M) such t h a t 
[ k ( x ) 3 ( r ) = x r , f o r every x e M and r e R 
Then i t i s a l s o easy t o see t h a t k i s a monomorphism of R-
modules. Hence t h e composi te mapping g k : M > Hom^CRjD) 
i s a monomorphism of t h e R-module M i n t o t h e R-modxiLe Hom^CRfD) 
which i s an i n f e c t i v e module i n view of t h e theorem 2 . 4 . 1 . 
This proves t h a t M can be embedded as a submodule i n t h e 
in0 ec t i ve R-module Hom^(R,D). 
2 . 5 . SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF INJSCTIVE MODULES 
We now s tudy c e r t a i n b a s i c p r o p e r t i e s of i n f e c t i v e 
modules. 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . 1 . A d i r e c t f a c t o r of an i n f e c t i v e mod\ale i s 
i n j e c t i v e . 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . 2 . Let {M^ }^ , i e I , an index s e t I be a family 
of R-modules. Then t h e d i r e c t p roduc t TfM. i s i n j e c t i v e i f 
and only i f each f a c t o r M. i s i n j e c t i v e . 
PROOF Let Q = 7\ Mj^  and each M^ be injective. Consider 
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f : M *• > N a monomorphism of R-modules and g : M > Q 
be any R-homomorphism. If p . : Q > Q^  i s the na tura l 
p ro jec t ion , then, p .g : M- > M. i s a homomorphism as i s 
shown in the following diagram where the row i s exact 
f 
> N 
Since M. is injective, there exists an extension g. : N > M^ 
of Pj^ g. We now define g : N > Q by g (n) = gj^(n), for 
every index i e I, n e N. Next, for any x e M. 
g'f(x) =g'(f(x)) =gi(f(x)) = (g^fXx) =p^(g(x)) 
= g(x) ; for all x e M 
Hence g = g f which shows t h a t Q i s i n j ec t i ve . 
Conversely l e t Q be in j ec t ive and j . : M. > Q be 
homomorphism such t h a t Pj^jj^ = ly, , the i den t i t y homomorphism 
on M., VDMS, j . i s a monomorphism. If f : M > N i s any 
monomorphism and g : M • > S be an R-homomorphism, then 
j . g ; M > Q i s a homomorphism to the in j ec t ive module 
Q and hence can be extended t o a homomorphism h : N > Q 
such tha t hf = j ^ g as shown in the following diagram 
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\ ^ 
h 
g 
-> M 
h 
± Q 
I 
it 
-> N, exact 
We now define h : N > M., by 
h (n) = p.h (n), n e N 
Then h i s an R-homomorphism and i f x e M, 
h'f(x) = (p^h) f(x) = p^ (h f(x)) 
= Pi(Oig(x)) 
= (PiJj,) g(x) = I„ (g (x)) 
= g(x) 
r 
Hence h f = g which proves that M. is injective. 
It is needless to emphasise that the converse part 
of the above proof is in fact the proof of the theorem 2.5.1. 
Also notice that the above result holds good for finite sums 
also. However the direct sum of an infinite family of infec-
tive modules need not be infective. 
EXAMPLE 2.5.1. Let F be a comm\atative field and R = 7( F 
iel 
be the cartesian product of the copies of F, I being an 
infinite index set. 
Consider r. = (b..) j e I where b.. = { 1, if i = d 
0, if i ?^  d 
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and M = ® R , then i t can be shown t h a t each R i s an 
i e l n ^ i 
in fec t ive R-raodule hut M, the d i r ec t sum of R *s i s not 
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in fec t ive . For d e t a i l s , we re fe r t o [97, pg 13-1^] . 
The statement of theorem 2.5 .2 i s val id for even i n f i -
n i t e d i r e c t sums i f the family of modules i s defined over a 
ce r t a in spec ia l types of r i ngs , r a the r p rec i se ly when the opera-
t ing r ing i s Noetherian. Indeed, t h i s provides us a charac ter -
iza t ion of l e f t Noetherian r i ngs . 
THEOREM 4 . 5 . 3 . A r ing R i s Noetherian i f f every d i r e c t sum 
of in fec t ive modules over R i s i n f ec t i ve . 
PROOF. Let R be l e f t Noetherian and {Mj^ }^ g.-£ be a family of 
in fec t ive R-modules indexed by an i n f i n i t e se t I such tha t 
Q = © M.. If f : A- > Q be a homomorphism of a l e f t ideal 
A of R in to Q. Since R i s l e f t Noetherian, i t i s f i n i t e l y 
generated ( f . g . ) and so the re ex i s t a , , a^ . . . . a e R such 
tha t 
A = Ra, + Ra^ + . . . . Ra^ 1 2 n 
Let f(ak) e (*)M., where Ij, is a finite subset of I and 
/ n / 
I = U L so that I is finite. 
k=l ^ 
Now f(A) Q S) M.. Thus f may be regarded as a homomorphism 
iel ^ 
of A into Q) M. and since I is finite set, (J) M. is injec-
iel ^ iel ^ 
tive. Therefore in view of theorem 2.2.4, there exists 
0 = X e ® Q. such that ())(a) = ax for all a e X. This 
iel ^ 
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guarantees that Q is injective, again in view of theorem 2.2.4. 
We skip the converse part as it is not over objective 
at present. However for the complete proof we refer to [92 
theorem 4.1]. 
2.6 ESSENTIAL EXTENSIONS 
We recall that if A is a submodule of B, we write B 5* A 
and B rj A signifies that B 3 A with the condition that B :# A. 
In case there exists a monomorphism f : A > B, we say that 
B is an extension of A and sometimes denote this extension by 
(B,A,f) or B 3„A or by B ^  A. Clearly A is an extension of 
A itself with injection map i : A > A as the required 
monomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2.6.1 (ESSENTIAL EXTENSIONS). Let E be an exten-
sion of a module M. Then E is said to be an essential exten-
sion of A if for every nonzero submodule E of E, E H M j^t 0 
i.e. equivalently M € E and if E S E such that E'fl M = 0, 
then E = 0. 
This amounts to the condition that for every nonzero 
element e e E, there exists r e R such that re is a nonzero 
element of M. 
If E is an essential extension of a module M, then M 
is termed as an essential submodule. 
DEFINITION 2.6.2 (LARGE IDEAL). An ideal B of the ring R 
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which i s an e s sen t i a l submodule of the R-module R i s ca l led 
a l a rge ideal of R. 
EXAMPLE 2 . 6 . 1 . The f i e ld Q of r a t iona l numbers when considered 
as a Z-moduLe i s an e s sen t i a l extension of the Z-module Z. 
The following resialt i s obvious. 
THEOREM 2 . 6 . 1 . If E i s an e s sen t i a l extension of M and E i s 
an e s sen t i a l extension of E then E i s an e s sen t i a l extension 
of M. Conversely i f M ^ E S E ' and i f E i s an e s sen t i a l 
extension of M, then E i s an e s sen t i a l extension of M. Let 
us note the following p rope r t i e s . 
REMARK 2 .6 .1 (a) Each module M has a t l e a s t one e s sen t i a l 
extension, namely, M i t s e l f . 
(b) An in fec t ive module has no proper e s sen t i a l 
extension. 
In fact remark 2 .6 .1 (b) can be fur ther strengthened to 
give a charac te r i za t ion of in fec t ive modules in terms of 
e s sen t i a l extension. 
THEOREM 2 . 6 . 2 . An R-module M i s in fec t ive i f and only i f M 
has no proper e s sen t i a l extension. 
PROOF. Suppose M i s in fec t ive and l e t E be a proper essen t ia l 
extension of M. By d e f i n i t i o n , M i s a d i r e c t summand of E and 
thus the re ex i s t s a nonzero sxobmodule F of E such t h a t 
E = M ® F. This y ie lds t h a t FOM = (O) which shows t h a t E 
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i s not an e s sen t i a l extension. 
Conversely sijppose t h a t M has no proper e s sen t i a l 
extension and l e t M ^ N. Denote by *} t he t o t a l i t y of a l l non-
zero submodules of N such t h a t XO M = 0 . Since M has no 
proper e s sen t i a l extension ^ must be nonempty. When p a r t i a l l y 
ordered by inclus ion, "3^  can be shown t o be an induct ive system 
and so by Zorn*s lonma has a maximal member say X . We sha l l 
now show tha t N = M + X . Indeed we have, 
o 
N/XQ 2 (M+X^)/XQ "^ M/MnX^ -^  M 
Suppose tha t N + M + X^, then 
N / X ^ ? (M ^X^)/X^ 
But M has no proper e s s e n t i a l extension, so ne i ther has 
(M ••• X )/X . I t follows t h a t t he re ex i s t s a submodule P of 
o o 
M such t h a t P J X^ and P/X^ 0 ((M + \ ) / \ ) = 0. This gives 
t ha t PO (M + X ) = X so t h a t 
0 0 
p n M G p 0 (M + x^) = x^ 
Thus Pfl M C M n X ^ = O i . e . P e j ^ . This cont rad ic ts the 
maxiraality of X and leads t o e s t a b l i s h t h a t N = M + X . 
o o 
Now XQ has the property t ha t M H X = 0 which follows t h a t 
N = M (J) X . Hence M i s an in fec t ive module. 
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2.7 INJECTIVE HULLS 
The above theorem guarantees t h a t E i s an e s sen t i a l 
in fec t ive extension of an R-modiiLe M i f and only i f E i s a 
maximal e s sen t i a l extension of M in the sense t ha t whenever 
E i s a proper extension of E, then E i s not an e s sen t i a l 
extension of M. I t can be shown eas i ly t ha t t h i s i s equi-
valent t o t he requirement t h a t whenever N i s a proper sub-
module of E which contains M, then N i s not i n fec t ive . E, 
in terms of the l a s t condit ion i s known as minimal in fec t ive 
extension. 
We now give the notion of Infec t ive Hull which is 
a lso termed as Infec t ive Envelope by some authors . 
DEFINITION 2 .7 .1 (INJECTIVE HULL). An in jec t ive hull of an 
R-module M i s an in j ec t ive module N such t h a t M £ N and i f 
M ^ N^c N ^ N ' i n j e c t i v e , then N ' = N. 
The symbol E(M) may denote an in jec t ive hul l of t he 
module M. 
REMARK 2 .7 .1 (a) An R-module M i s i n j ec t ive i f and only i f 
E(M) s M. 
(b) If N i s a submodxale of an in jec t ive hul l E(M) of 
an R-modid.e M which contains M, then E(M) i s a lso an in jec t ive 
hul l of N. 
Though the exis tence of an in j ec t ive hul l was f i r s t 
of a l l discovered by K. Shoda in 1952, but a year l a t t e r 
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Eckmann and Schopf [ l6] gave a p a r t i c u l a r l y neat r e su l t show-
ing t h a t t he re i s upto isomorphism a uniquely defined minimal 
infec t ive module ( In j ec t ive Hull) containing any module. 
THEOREM 2 .7 .1 (a) Every module has an in fec t ive h u l l . 
(b) If Hj_(M) and H2(M) are both in fec t ive hul ls 
of an R-module M, then the re i s an isomorphism 
{)) : H (^M) > E^^M) such t h a t the diagram 
E (^M) —->H2(M) 
i s commutative. 
The pa r t (b) of the above theorem can be r e s t a t ed in 
a general se t up as follows : 
(b ) If (p : M > M be an isomorphism of R-modules 
M and M and H(M) and H(M ) are in fec t ive hul ls of M and M 
respec t ive ly then ^ can be extended t o an isomorphism 
^ : H(M) > H(M ) such t h a t the following diagram 
H(M) =>H(M' ) 
0 » M > M > 0 
T I 
0 0 
commutes. 
THEOREM 4.7.2. Let M^, M2 .... M^ be a finite number of R 
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modules, t hen 
H(M^ ©M2 ® ©Mjj) » H(M^) © H(M2) ® H(M) 
If R is Noetherian Q H(M.) is infective in view of 
iel ^ 
theorem 4.5.3 which is also an essential extension of 0 M.. 
Thus in this case we can strengthen theorem 4.7.2 for arbi-
trary family of modules also. 
THEOREM 4.7.3. Let R be a Noetherian ring and {M^ }^ ^ j be 
an arbitrary family of R-module. Then 
H ( © M.) = e H (M.) 
iel ^ iel ^ 
CHAPTER THREE 
QUASI-INJSCTIVITY 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In t h i s chapter we c o l l e c t some mater ial on quasi-
in jec t ive modules which were introduced by R.E. Johnson and 
E.T, Wong [63] , about th ree decades ago. In sec t ion 3.2 i t 
has been shown t h a t quas i - in jec t ive modules are genera l iza-
t ions of in fec t ive as well as simple modules. Section 3.3 
i s concerned with the charac te r iza t ions of quas i - infec t ive 
modules in terms of modules of homomorphisms. Some important 
p roper t ies of quas i - infec t ive modiales are discijssed in 
sect ion 3 . ^ . An attempt has also been made to e s t ab l i sh a 
r e l a t ionsh ip between quas i - infec t ive and in fec t ive modules 
(cf. theorem 3.^.3 through theorem 3.^.6 and c o r r o l l a r i e s 
3 . 4 , 1 ) . In the l a s t sec t ion we prove t h a t every endomorphism 
of a quasi i n j ec t i ve modx l^e i s necessar i ly i n v e r t i b l e . 
3.2 QUASI INJECTIVE MODULES 
The notion of quasi in fec t ive modules was introduced 
by R.E. Johnson and E.T. Wong [63] in I961 . 
DEFINITION 3.2 .1 (QUASI INJECTIVE MODULES). A module M over 
a r ing R i s said t o be quas i - in jec t ive i f for each submodule 
N of M, every R homomorphism of N in to M can be extended t o 
an endomorphism of M. Thus in the language of diagrams, M 
i s quasi in fec t ive i f every diagram 
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0 -> N 
f 
-> M exact 
M 
can be embedded in a commutative diagram 
0 -> N 
-> M 
M 
^ h 
In view of theorem 2 .2 .1 i t i s a t once noticed t h a t infec t ive 
DBodiiLes are necessar i ly quas i - infec t ive modules. However, 
following example shows t h a t the two notions are d i s t i n c t . 
EXAMPLE 3 . 2 . 1 . Let p be any prime and Z jj ^® "^ ^^ ^ cycl ic 
n P 
group of order p . Suppose t h a t N denotes a divisible group 
containing 2. If X i s a generator of Z , then d i v i s i b i l i t y 
of N guarantees the exis tence of elements x. defined induc t i -
vely as follows 
P^l - ^o ' P^2= ^1 ••• P ^ i = ^ i - 1 . . . . \ 1 — x » i C . . . y 
Clearly x^ generates a subgroup of N isomorphic to Z . , , for 
P 
all i = 1,2 ... and Z c Z c. z pC.... c 2 . c. 
P ^ P P 
Let 
1 P 
If (n,p) = 1, then nZ ^^ = 2 ^^  V i which yields that nP = P. 
P P 
Also for all i and k. 
p 2 . , =» Z i 
pi+k p 
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so t h a t p P = P, V k. This shows t h a t P i s a d i v i s i b l e group. 
If y e 2 k+1, y ^ Z k, then 0 5^  py e Z k whence 
Z k+1 i s an e s sen t i a l extension of Z k k = 1, 2 , I t 
follows t h a t P i s an e s sen t i a l extension of Z k for a l l k 
so t h a t P being in;)ective as Z-module in the in fec t ive hull 
of Z k. I t i s easy to see t ha t 2 k cons is t s of a l l elements 
of P = P of order X p^ so t h a t r Z„k < Z k for a l l r e R 
e ^ P "" P 
where R = Hoin2(P,P) 
Now i f S i s any submodule of Z k and i f f : S > 2 k 
i s any homomorphism of S in to 2 k, then by i n j e c t i v i t y of 2 k , 
f i s induced by element r e R (cf. Theorem 2 . 2 . 4 ) . However r 
induces an element r e Hom7(2 k, 2 k ) which induces f. Hence 
2 k i s quas i - in fec t ive . But H(2 k) = P = P , so by theorem P P K 
2 .6 .2 . 2 k i s not i n f ec t ive . 
Since a simple module M has only t r i v i a l submodules 
(0) and M, such a module i s necessar i ly quas i - in fec t ive . 
However above example i s su f f i c ien t to demonstrate t h a t there 
ex is t s quas i - in jec t ive which might not be simple as wel l . 
Indeed in the above example for k > 1, the module 2 k con-
t a ins t he subgroup 2 k-1 which i s d i f fe ren t from (O) and 2 k 
p P 
itself. 
3.3 CHARACTERI2ATI0NS OF QUASI-INJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section we attempt to characterize quasi-
injective modules in terms of homomorphisms of their infective 
hulls. However, we shall first like to introduce the concept 
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of a double module which is also known as bimodule. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1 (S, R MODULE). Let R and S be rings. An 
abelian group M together with two sets of operators is said 
to be an S-R module if the following hold. 
i) M is a left module over S. 
ii) M is a right R-module. 
iii) (s,m) r = s (m,r) for all s e S, r e R and m e M. 
Further if S is commutative field and R is an algebra 
over S then the following added condition be satisfied 
iv) m(sr) = (sm)r = s(mr) 
(S,R) submodules of a double module can be defined in usual 
fashion. 
The following fundamental charac te r i za t ion of qtiasi-
in j ec t ive modules was given by Johnson and Wong [63 ] . 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 1 . If M i s a r igh t R-module and K = Homj^ (E(M) ,E(M)) 
then M i s quas i - infec t ive i f and only i f M i s a (K,R) submo-
d\ile of E(M) where E(M) i s the in fec t ive hul l of M. 
From hence onward, we sha l l denote the in fec t ive hull 
A A 
E(M) of M by M. The l e a s t (K,R) submodule of M containing M 
wi l l be a unique minimal quas i - infec t ive e s sen t i a l extension 
of M and thus we have 
COROLLARY 3 . 3 . 1 . Each r i g h t R-module M has a unique minimal 
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quasi-infective essential extension. 
Recall that an ideal B of the ring R is large if it 
has nonzero intersection with every nonzero ideal of R 
(cf definition 2.6.2). We designate the set of all large 
ideals of R by L/nx. Following Johnson and Wong [5], we 
define the so called Singular submodijles. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1 (SINGULAR SUBMODULES). Let M be a right R 
modiile and (x)^ denote the right annihilators ideal of x. 
Then the set of all elements of M which annihilate large 
right ideals of R is a submodule of M called a singiilar sub-
module and is generally denoted by M . Thus 
M = {x e M i ( x ) ^ e L (R)} 
A 
THEOREM 3 . 3 . 2 . Let M be a r i g h t R-module fo r which M = ( o ) . 
Then M i s q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e i f and only i f Horop^ (M,M) => HomoCM.M). 
For proofs of theorem 3 . 3 . 1 and 3 . 3 . 2 we r e f e r t o [65] 
3 .4 SOME PROPERTIES OF QUASI-INJECTIVE MODULES 
Analogous t o theorem 2 . 5 . 1 f o r i n j a c t i v e modules we 
can prove t h e fo l lowing : 
THEOREM 3 . ^ . 1 . A d i r e c t f a c t o r of a quas i i n f e c t i v e modxjle 
i s quas i i n f e c t i v e . 
As fo r t h e converse of t h e above theorem, t h e fol lowing 
example shows t h a t even t h e f i n i t e d i r e c t sum of quasi i n f e c t i v e 
ko 
modules need not be quasi i n fec t ive . 
EXAMPLE 3 . 4 . 1 . Let M = Q + Z where p i s a prime and Q i s 
the addi t ive group of r a t i o n a l numbers. As is checked in 
example 5 . 2 . 1 , Z i s quas i - in fec t ive Z-module but not 
i n fec t ive . Now the canonical epimorphism n : Z > Z 
i s a map of the svibgroiip Z of Q onto Z which can not be 
extended t o Horn (Q, Z ) and therefore can not be extended 
IT 
to Horn (M,M). Thus M, the d i r ec t sum of quas i - in jec t ive 
modules Z and Q over R i s not quasi i n j ac t i ve . 
The above example fur ther j u s t i f i e s t ha t a quasi-
in jec t ive module need not be i n f ec t i ve . 
DEFINITION 3.4 .1 (CLOSED SUBMODULE). Let M be a module over 
R. A submodule N of M i s sa id t o be closed i f each submodule 
of M which contains N and i s e s sen t i a l over N coincides with 
N. Thus N i s closed in case N has no proper e s sen t i a l exten-
sion in M. 
THEOREM 3 .4 .2 . Let M be a quas i - infec t ive R-module and N 
be a closed sulMiodule of M. Then, any map f : K > N of 
a submodule K of M in to N can be extended t o a map 
g : M > N of M in to N. 
PROOF, By Zom*s lemma we can assume t h a t K i s such tha t 
f can be extended t o a map of T in to N for any submodule T 
of M which properly contains K. Since M i s quasi in fec t ive , 
f i s induced by a map g : M • > M. Suppose g(M) N, l e t 
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L be a complement of N i n M. S ince N i s c losed ,N i s a comple-
ment of L. There fo re , s i n c e g(M) + N O N, we see t h a t 
(g(M)+N) n L ^ 0 . 
L e t O f x = a + b e (g(M) + N) 0 L, a e g(M) b e N. 
I f a e N, t h e n x e N H L ^ O , a c o n t r a d i c t i o n t h e r e f o r e , a ^ N 
a n d a = x - b e L ^ N . Now T = (y e M | g(y) e L © N} i s a 
submodule of M c o n t a i n i n g K. I f y e M i s such t h a t g(y) = a, 
t hen y e T, but y ^ K, s i n c e a ^ N. Let % : L Q H ' > N be 
n a t u r a l p r o j e c t i o n . Then n o g i s a map of T i n N and 
ngiy) s giy) = f ( y ) , V y e K. Thus ng i s a p rope r ex tens ion 
of f, a c o n t r a d i c t i o n . Therefore g(M) <S N, and g i s t h e 
de r ived ex t ens ion of f. 
Before conclixi ing some impor tant r e s u l t s , we pauze 
t o i n t r o d u c e t h e concept of minimal q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e e x t e n s i o n . 
DEFINITION 3 . 4 . 2 (MINIMAL QUASI-INJECTIVE EXTENSION). An 
ex t ens ion P of an R-module M i s s a i d t o be a minimal q u a s i -
i n j e c t i v e ex tens ion i n c a s e t h e fo l lowing hold ( i ) P i s a 
q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e R-module ( i i ) I f T i s any q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e 
ex tens ion of M, t hen t h e r e e x i s t s a monomorphism (}) : P • > T 
such t h a t (J)(P) C T. 
A 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 3 . Let M be any R-modiile, M = E(M) t h e i n j e c t i v e 
hxoll and K = Homj^(M,M), Then KM i s a minimal quas i i n f e c t i v e 
e x t e n s i o n . 
PROOF, J u s t we prove KM i s quas i i n j e c t i v e . I f f : N > KM 
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i s any map of a submodijle N of KM in to KM. Then f i s induced 
by scxne g e HonL,(M, M) = K. Since g(KM) & KM, g induces 
g e Homo (KM, KM) and g a l so induces f, showing t h a t KM is 
quasi i n j ec t i ve . 
A 
Further it can be shown that KM is the intersection of 
A 
all quasi-infective submodiiles of M containing M. Therefore 
A A 
the na tura l in jec t ion i : M > KM forces t ha t KM is a mini-
mal quas i - in jec t ive extension. 
The above theorem atonce es tab l i shes a simple but a 
nice r e l a t ionsh ip between quas i - infec t ive and in j ec t ive modules, 
THEOREM 3 .4 .4 . In the not ion of the above theorem, M i s 
A 
quas i - in jec t ive i f and only i f M = KM. 
THEOREM 5 . ^ . 5 . Any two minimal quas i - in jec t ive extensions 
are equivalent . 
Now we turn back t o some consequences of theorem 3 .4 .2 . 
THEOREM 3 . ^ . 6 . Let M be a quas i - in jec t ive R-module and N be 
a closed submodule of M, then N i s a d i r e c t summand of M, and 
N i s quas i - in jec t ive . 
PROOF. Consider the in jec t ion i : N > N, then by theorem 
3 .4 .2 , the re ex i s t s the extension e : M > N. Thus 
M = N fe Ker(e) so t h a t N i s d i r e c t summand of M, and N i s 
a quas i - in jec t ive by theorem 3 . 4 . 1 . 
THEOREM 3 .4 .7 . Let P be a submodule of a quas i - in jec t ive 
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R-module. Then the re ex i s t s a quas i - in jec t ive e s sen t i a l 
extension of P contained in M. 
PROOF. By Zorn*s lemma, P i s contained in a closed subraodule 
N which i s an e s sen t i a l extension of P, and N is quas i - infect ive 
by theorem 3 .^ .6 . 
Now theorem 3.^.6 and theorem 3.^.7 together y ie ld the 
following, 
THB0R34 3 .4 .8 . Let M be any R-module. Then any minimal 
queisi-infective extension of M i s an embedded extension of M. 
In view of theorems 3 .4 .4 and 3.4.5 and 3 .4 .8 we have, 
THEX)REM 3 .4 .9 . Let M be a quas i - infec t ive R-module and N be 
a submodule of M. Then M coincides with a minimal quasi-
in jac t ive extension Q(N) of N i f M 2 N. 
In example 3 .4 .1 i t i s shown t h a t d i r ec t sum of quasi 
in fec t ive modules need not be quas i - in fec t ive . In t h i s conn-
ection Fai th and Utumi[25] proved the following. 
THB0Rai3.4.10. Let R be a r ing with uni ty and M be a un i t a l 
R-module. Then the d i r e c t sum Q = R ®M i s a quas i - in jec t ive 
R-module i f and only i f both R^ and Mj. are i n j ac t i ve . 
PROOF. The suff iciency i s t r i v i a l . Conversely i f Qp is 
quasi in fec t ive then by theorem 3 . 4 . 1 . Rp. and VL are a lso 
quas i - in jec t ive . In view of theorem 2 .2 .4 , R^  i s in fec t ive 
a l s o . Let f : I > M be any map of a r igh t ideal I of R 
kk 
into M. Writing the elements of Q as ordered pairs (r,m), 
r e R, m e M, the correspondence (x,0) > (O, f(x)) 
defined for all x e I is a submodule of Q into Q and there-
fore has an extension f'e Horn (Q, Q). Set f (1,0) = (s,n). 
If X £ I, then 
(0, f(x)) = f^(x,0) 
= f'(l,0)x 
a (s,n)x 
= (sx, nx) 
i . e . f(x) = nx V x e I . Thus M^  i s a lso in jec t ive by 
theorem 2 .2 .4 . 
We have seen in example 3 .2 .1 t h a t a quasi-in. jective 
module need not be i n f ec t i ve . Further every pr imi t ive ring 
has a simple R-module M t h a t i s t r i v i a l l y quas i - in fec t ive . 
But i t i s shown in [6o] t h a t M need not be in fec t ive . However 
the following Corrollary follows from the above theorem. 
COROLLARY 3 . ^ . 1 . Let R be a r ing with uni ty . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent . 
(a) Each un i t a l R-module i s quas i - infec t ive 
(b) Each un i t a l R-module i s in fec t ive 
(c) Rp i s semi-simple Artinian 
PROOF. (b )<^=^(a ) t r i v i a l 
(a)<, >(c) follows from theorem 3.4.10 
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In view of our theorem 3 . 4 . 1 0 , (b)<^Cc) of t h e above 
resvi l t proves t h e fo l lowing : 
COROLLARY 3 . 4 . 2 . Let R be a r i n g w i t h u n i t y . Then t h e fo l low-
ing c o n d i t i o n s a r e e q u i v a l e n t ; 
(a ) Each u n i t a l f i n i t e l y gene ra t ed module i s q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e , 
(b) Each u n i t a l f i n i t e l y gene ra t ed R-mod\jle i s i n f e c t i v e . 
( c ) ^R ^^ semi-s imple Ar t i i J ian . 
3.5 NODULE OF HOMOMORPHISMS OF QUASI INJBCTIVE MODULES 
We begin w i th t h e fo l lowing d e f i n i t i o n s d i scussed i n 
[ 6 0 ] . 
DEFINITION 3 . 5 . 1 (IRREDUCIBLE-RING). A r i n g R i s s a i d t o be 
r i g h t i r r e d u c i b l e i n ca se t h e fo l lowing hold : 
( i ) R^^ = (0) 
(ii) If there exists no nonzero ideal S of R such that 
1 i X 
S = 0 and S A S = (O), where S denotes the left annihila-
tor of S. 
DEFINITION 3.5.2. (IRREDUCIBLE MODULE) : A right module M is 
called irreducible if M = (0) and if every nonzero submodule 
of M is large. 
If R is prime for which R = (O), then R must be 
irreducible. Indeed if R is not irreducible, then there 
exists a nonzero ideal S ^ (O) such that S 4= 0 and S ^  s = (O) 
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which forces SS » (O), a cont radic t ion of priaienessof R. 
THEOREM 3 . 5 . 1 . I f M i s an i r r educ ib le R-module, then 
K = Honij^  (M,M) 
i s an i n t eg ra l domain. I f furthermore, M i s quas i - in jac t ive , 
then K i s a d iv is ion r ing . 
PROOF. If k e K and ann ih i l a to r (k)^ of k i s nonzero, then 
for every m e M, the r - i d e a l A^ = {a e R j x a e (k)^} i s 
l a rge s ince (k) i s l a r g e . Now (kx) A^ = 0 and s ince M = 0 , 
kx = 0 for every x e M. Thus k = 0. This proves tha t k i s 
an i n t eg ra l domain. Next i f M i s a quas i - in jac t ive and k £ K, 
k 1^  0, then define f e Homo (kM,M) as follows : 
f ( k x ) = X, X e M 
Since M i s quas i - in j ac t ive , f may be extended t o some 
g e K = Horn (M,M) . Clearly gk = 1 therefore K i s a d iv is ion 
r ing . 
CHAPTER FOUR 
PSEUDO-INJBCTIVE MODULES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION : 
One of the genera l iza t ion of the concept of quasi-
i n j e c t i v i t y and consequently of i n j e c t i v i t y i s t h a t of 
pseudo- in jec t iv i ty introduced by Singh and Ja in [94] in 
1967. If in the de f in i t i on 3 .2 .1 of a quas i - in jec t ive 
R-module M, homomorphisms of submodules N of M in to M are 
replaced by monomorphisms, then we say tha t the module M 
is pseudo in j ec t ive . Although many proper t i es of quasi-
in jec t ive modules can be t r ans fe r red t o pseudo-inject ive 
modules and over many spec ia l r i ngs , pseudo in j ec t ive 
modijles are found t o be quas i - in j ec t ive , i t remained open 
for several years t o s e t t l e t h a t not a l l pseudo-inject ive 
modules are quas i - in jec t ive . R.R. Ha l l e t t e [38] was the 
f i r s t author who gave an example of pse tdo- in jec t ive module 
which i s not quas i - in jec t ive in his doctoral t h e s i s submitted 
a t the I taiversi ty of B r i t i s h Columbia, Vancouver in 1971. 
Later in 1975, Mark L, Teply [96] provided a construct ion 
for forming pseudo-inject ive modiiles which are no t -quas i -
i n j e c t i v e . The present chapter i s devoted to a b r i e f survey 
of the l i t e r a t u r e on pseudo-inject ive modules. 
In sec t ion 4.2 we discuss some preliminary def in i t ions 
and simple r e su l t s r e l a t i n g t o pseudo in jec t ive modules. 
These modules are character ized in the next sec t ion . Then, 
ka 
we inves t iga te ce r t a in condit ions which turn a pseudo infec-
t i v e module in to quasi-in;3active or in fec t ive module. In 
sect ion 4.5 we study Hoinn(M,M) for a pseudo in fec t ive module 
M and f i na l l y prove t h a t i f the s ingula r submodule M = 0 , 
then Homo(M,M) i s Von-Neumann regular . 
In the l a s t sec t ion we provide examples of pseudo-
in j ec t ive modules which are not quas i - in jac t ive . 
4.2 BASIC CDNCEPTS : 
In an attempt to fur ther general ize q u a s i - i n j e c t i v i t y , 
Singh and Ja in [94] introduced the concept of Psetdo-infect ive 
modules, 
DEFINITION 4 .2 .1 (PSEUDO-INJECTIVE MODULE). An R-raod\ile M is 
said t o be a Pseudo Infec t ive module i f and only i f every R-
isomorphism of each submodule N of M in to M can be extended 
to an R-endomorphism of M. 
I t i s atonce noted t h a t a l l quas i - in jac t ive modules 
and hence in fec t ive modules are Pseudo in fec t ive . But i t 
remains open for long whether every Pseudo in jec t ive module 
i s quas i - in fec t ive . However we sha l l provide ce r t a in exam-
ples in the end of the chapter demonstrating t h a t pseudo-
in j ec t ive modules are d i f f e ren t from quasi i n j ec t i ve . 
Let M be a Pseudo in j ec t ive module over a r ing R with 
A. s 
i t s s ingular module M = 0 . Suppose t h a t L (M) denotes the 
U9 
complemented modular l a t t i c e of t h e s e t of a l l c l o sed sub -
modules of M (c f . d e f i n i t i o n 3 . 4 , 1 ) . Now we can s t a t e t h e 
fo l lowing r e s u l t s and r e f e r [9^] fo r t h e i r p r o o f s . 
THEOREM iv .2 .1 . Let N e L^(M). Then f o r any R-isomorphism 
0- of N i n t o M, o-(N) e L^(M). 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 2 . Let N e L^(M). Then f o r any R-isomorphism 
o- of N i n t o M, 
0-(N D M) = ( r (N) n M 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 3 . Let M = E(M) be t h e i n j e c t i v e h u l l of M and 
cr be an R-isomoiTphism of M i n t o M. Then cr(M)<^ M. 
We s t a t e t h e fo l lowing r e s u l t which we s h a l l need l a t e r . 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 4 . Let M be any i n f e c t i v e module i n t o M = 0 
and L (M) f i n i t e d imens iona l . I f N, N| be two i n f e c t i v e sub-
modules of M which a r e isomorphic t o each o t h e r and a l s o i f 
M = N e K =N-j_<SK-|_ 
Then K S' K^ 
4 .3 SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF PSBUDO INJSCTIVS MODULES : 
The fo l lowing r e l a t i o n s h i p can be e a s i l y e s t a b l i s h e d 
between quas i i n j e c t i v e and pseudo i n j e c t i v e modioles. 
A „ 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 1 . Let M be any R-module w i t h M = 0 and L^ (M) 
be f i n i t e d imens iona l . Then M i s a q u a s i - i n j e c t i v e i f and 
only i f M i s Pseudo i n j e c t i v e . 
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PROOF, Let M be Pseudo i n j e c t i v e R-modiole wi th M = 0 . Now 
as each maaaber of Horo(M,M) can be extended unique ly t o a 
manber of Horn (M,M). S ince L (M) i s f i n i t e d imensional 
t h e r e f o r e as a s p e c i a l c a s e of theorem 3 . 5 . 1 . We ge t Hom(M,M) 
i s a semi s imple r i n g w i th d . c . c . I t i s no t d i f f i c u l t t o 
prove t h a t each e l a n e n t of a semi s imple r i n g w i th d . c . c . can 
be exposed as a sum of f i n i t e numbers of u n i t e l ements . Now 
in view of theorem 4 , 2 . 3 each u n i t element of Hom(M,M) i s in 
Hom(M,M). Hence we have 
Hom(M,M) ^ Hom(M,M) 
Consequently, Hom(M,M) = Hom(M,M). Thus M is quasi-injective 
[4, Theorem 3.1]. The necessary part is obvious. 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let M be an R-module with M = 0 and L^(M) 
finite dimensional. Then M is Pseudoinjective if and only 
if M is invariant under every R-isomorphism of M into M. 
A c 
PROOF. Let M be Pseudo i n j e c t i v e w i th M = 0 and L^(M) 
f i n i t e d imens iona l . Then theorem 4 . 2 . 3 a tonce y i e l d s t h a t 
fo r any R-isomorphism of M i n t o M, (r"(M) <^ M. 
Conversely l e t M be i n v a r i a n t under every R-isomorphism 
of M i n t o M. Let N be a submodule of M and o- : N > M be 
an R-isomorphism of N i n t o M, Then Q- can be extended t o an 
^ A A 
R-isomorphisra C- of t h e i n j e c t i v e h u l l N of N i n t o M. Now 
A C 
we can express M = C" (N) Q K, = N © Kp. Then by theorem 
4 . 2 . 4 t h e r e e x i s t s an R-isomorphism " ^ of K i n t o K^^ . Then 
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A /v 
the mapping X : M > M defined as 
X(x+y) = cr(x) +'^ (y). for all x e N, y e K 
i s an R-isomorphism of M onto M. Consequently by our hypo-
t h e s i s , \ ( M ) ^ M. Hence t h e r e s t r i c t i o n of X t o M i s an 
ex tens ion of o- which proves t h a t M i s Pseudo i n f e c t i v e . 
REMARK. Because of theorem 4 , 3 . 1 , we can r e p l a c e Pseudo 
i n f e c t i v e i n t h e s t a t emen t of above theorem by q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e . 
k,k SOME CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH PSEUDO INJECTIVITY IMPLIES 
QUASI INJSCTIVITY OR INJSCTIVITY 
As we have ranarked in s e c t i o n 4 .2 every q u a s i - i n f e c -
t i v e module i s n e c e s s a r i l y P s e u d o - i n f e c t i v e . But i f M or R 
s a t i s f i e s a s u i t a b l e h y p o t h e s i s , t hen p s e u d o - i n j e c t i v i t y of 
M imp l i e s q u a s i - i n j e c t i v i t y and in c e r t a i n cases even i n j e c -
t i v i t y . 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 1 . I f M be a Pseudo i n f e c t i v e modtole wi th M = 0 
such t h a t t h e r e e x i s t two c o n s e c u t i v e p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r s n 
and (n+1) such t h a t fo r any x e M, nx=0 imp l i e s x = 0 and 
a l so (n+1) x = 0 impl ies x = 0 , t hen M i s n e c e s s a r i l y q u a s i -
i n j e c t i v e . 
The fo l lowing Theorem i s an easy consequence of t h e 
above one. 
THEOREM 4 . 4 . 2 . Any t o r s i o n f r e e module M which i s Pseudo 
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i n fec t ive i s quasi i n f e c t i v e . 
This r e s u l t can be fur ther general ized. But we 
pause t o prove a case when Pseudo i n j e c t i v i t y implies 
i n j e c t i v i t y , 
THEOREM 4 , 4 , 3 . Let M be a Pseudo in j ec t ive module over a 
p r inc ipa l ideal domain (commutative) R such tha t M i s not 
a to r s ion module, then M i s i n fec t ive . 
PROOF. Since M i s not a to r s ion module, therefore there 
ex is t s X e M such t h a t xa ^ 0 for every a (^ t 0) e R. Let 
a( ^ 0) e R, N = X a R. Then N i s a submodule of M and the 
mapping \ : N ^ M such t h a t \ (xab) = xb for every b e R 
i s a R-monomorphism. Let t be an endoraorphism of M which i s 
an extension of "^ , Let | ( x ) = y. Then ya = l (xa) = x. Thus 
for each to rs ion free element u e M and for each a ( f o) s R, 
the re ex i s t s v e M such t h a t 
( ^ ) u = va 
Now let h be any torsion element of M. Then x + h is torsion 
free. Thus given a e R, a ^ 0, there exists Z e M such that 
x + h = Za. Then h = (z-y)a. This fact along with (^ ) imp-
lies that M is a divisible module. Hence by theorem 2.3.5, 
M is infective. 
THEOREM 4.4.4. Any Pseudo infective module over a commutative 
principle ideal dcanain is quasi infective. 
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PROOF, Let M be any Pseudo in fec t ive module over a p r inc ipa l 
idea l domain R. If M i s not a to r s ion module then by theorem 
4.4.2 M i s i n f ec t ive . 
Let us now suppose t h a t M i s a to r s ion module. Let N 
be any submodule of M and cr : N > M any R-homomorphism. 
By usual appl ica t ion of Zorn's Lemma we can find a submodule 
N of M containing N and an R-homomorphism »\^  : N > M 
which i s an extension of o— such t h a t v^ has no fur ther exten-
s ion. We want t o show t h a t N ' = M. Let N^ i^  M. Then M/N i s 
a non-zero to r s ion R-module. Then there ex i s t s a non-zero 
element y = y + N of M/N such t h a t annnCy) = pR for some i r r e -
ducible element p of R. Let annp^(y) = aR,then a f 0, s ince 
M i s a t o r s ion module. Then y a = 0. This gives p divides a. 
We can wr i te a = bp*, where b i s such t h a t highest common 
factor of b and p i s equal t o 1. Then y b = yb + N i s such 
tha t ann„(y b) = pR, annp(yb) = p'^R. Thus without loss of 
genera l i ty we may assume t h a t y i s a non-zero member of M/N 
such t h a t annj^(y) = pR, ann^^Cy) = p*R. 
Now yp e N, as y p = 0. Thus \ (yp) i s defined. 
Ei ther v^ (yp) = 0 or \ (yp) 4 0, Let N, be the submodule 
of M generated by N (J {y}. Let us suppose "^ (yp) = 0. 
Define ^ : N^ > M such t h a t V^ ' (x + ya) = \ (x) for every 
X e N , a e R. By using the fac t tha t v^  (yp) = 0, we can 
show t h a t \ i s well defined R-homomorphisra. Fxzrther \ i s 
an extension of "^  . Since N, ^ N , therefore v^  i s a proper 
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extension of "^ . This i s a cont rad ic t ion . Thus we have 
VI (yp) f 0. As yp°' = 0, therefore ^ (yp) p = 0. Thus 
annj^ [\ (yp)] = P^R for some p ^ a - 1 . Now yR and \ (yp)R 
are both non zero cyc l ic p-submodules, they are contained in 
two maximal weakly cyc l ic p-submodules say N^, N^  respect ive ly 
By Lemma (3.2) Np ^ N, and annj^(N2) = annp^(N,) = P'^ 'R for some 
y >/ a. Then N, contains a cyc l i c p-submodiile say N^ isomor-
phic to yR. Then annj^(N,) = annj^(yR) = p^R % p^R = 
annD(>| (yp)R). Thus we have N ^ ^ >|^  (yp) R. Now i t can be 
eas i ly seen t h a t the re ex i s t s Z e N^ such tha t \ (yp) = Zp. 
In t h i s case again define S : N^ ^ M such tha t 
^ (x+ya) = v^ (x) + Z(a) for every x e N , a e R; I i s well 
defined R-homomorphism and i t i s a proper extension of ""^  . We 
again get a cont rad ic t ion . Thus we must have N = M. Con-
sequently \ i s an R-endomorphism of M which i s an extension 
of a~. Hence M i s quasi i n f ec t ive . 
Now we tiirn to general ize our theorem 4,4.2 as follows. 
THEOREM 4 , 4 , 5 . Any to r s ion free Pseudo in fec t ive module i s 
i n fec t ive . See [93] . 
To inves t iga te more r e l a t ionsh ip between Pseudo 
in fec t ive and quas i - in jec t ive module we define some specia l 
types of r i ngs . All r ings considered in the r e s t of the 
present sec t ion are commutative and with uni ty 1 ^ 0 . 
DEFINITION 4.4 .1 (MULTIPLICATION RING). A ring R i s cal led 
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a miiltiplication ring if for each pair of ideals A and B 
of R. A Q B implies A = B C for some ideal C of R. 
DEFINITION k,k,2 (REGULAR IDEAL). An ideal A of a ring R 
is said to be a regular ideal if it contains a regular 
element i.e. an element which is not a zero divisor. 
DEFINITION 4.4.3 (QUASI DEDEKIND RING). A ring R is said 
to be a quasi Dedekind ring if each of its regiiLar ideal is 
a product of prime ideals. 
Multiplication rings and hereditary rings are the 
examples of quasi Dedekind rings. However 1here exist quasi 
Dedekind rings which are neither hereditary nor multiplica-
tion rings. 
EXAMPLE 4.4.1. Let R be a local ring (cf. definition 1.2.17) 
such that for the maximal ideal M of R, M^ = 0 and M as a 
vector space over R/M has dimension greater than one; then 
it can be easily seen that R is a quasi Dedekind ring but R 
is neither hereditary nor a multiplication ring. 
THEOREM 4.4,6. Any Pseudo infective torsion module over a 
quasi Dedekind ring is quasi infective. 
As remarked above any multiplication ring or a here-
ditary ring is a quasi Dedekind ring. Hence we conclude the 
following result from the above theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4.7. Any Psajdo infective torsion module over a 
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mul t ip l i ca t ion r ing or a heredi ta ry r ing i s qiiasi i n j ec t i ve . 
THEOflEM 4 . 4 , 8 . Any Pseudo in j ec t ive module over a Dedekind 
domain i s qiaasi i n f ec t ive . 
PROOF. Let R be a Dedekind danain and Mr, be any Pseudo-
in j ec t ive R-modtQ.e. If M i s a t o r s ion modiae, then by theo-
rem 4,4 .6 M i s quasi i n f ec t i ve . Let M be not a t o r s ion modiile 
then the re ex i s t s an element x e M which i s to r s ion f r ee . 
Consider any non-zero a e R. Define cr : xaR —> M by 
o-(xar) =» xr for a l l r e R. o- i s an R-moncHnorphism. So we 
can extend cr t o an R-endormorphism nr\ of M. Lefv^Cx) • x^ 
then x ' a s» 'Vi (xa) • o-(xa) » x. Thus, in genera l , i f y e M 
i s not a to r s ion element and b e R i s d i f fe ren t frcan zero 
then t h e r e ex i s t s an element y ' e M such t h a t y » y' 'b. Let 
Z be a to r s ion element of M then x + z i s to r s ion f ree . Con-
sequently we can find z^  e M such t h a t x •»- z » z^ a so t h a t 
z = ( z ' - xl) a. Hence t h i s proves t h a t M i s a d i v i s i b l e 
R-module, Then by theoran 2 . 3 . 2 , M i s i n f e c t i v e . In p a r t i -
cu lar M i s quas i - in fec t ive . 
4.5 MODULE OF HQMOMORPHISMS ; 
In t h i s sec t ion we wi l l prove some r e s u l t s for l^eudo 
in fec t ive modules analogous t o those proved for qxaasi-injec-
t i v e modules such as theoran 3 .5 .1 proved in our t h i r d chapter. 
THEOREM 4 . 5 . 1 . If M i s a uniform pseudo in fec t ive module over 
a r ing R with M « 0, then Homp(M,M) i s a d iv is ion r ing . 
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THEOREM 4 . 5 . 2 . For any pseudo i n f e c t i v e module M over a r i ng 
R, i f E = Homp.(M,M) then t h e Jacobson r a d i c a l 
J ( E ) = (a e E I Ker a M} and E - J(E) i s Von-Neumann r e g u l a r . 
PROOF. Let I = {a e E I Ker a<=^n i f a , (3 e 1} , t hen 
Ker(a-p) 2 Ker a 0 Ker p . But Ker a<=: M and Ker p ci M imply 
Ker a H Ker p cfvi. Therefore a - p e I . 
Fu r the r f o r any X e E, Ker X a<=: M, s i n c e , Ker a con-
t a i n e d in Ker KOL i s e s s e n t i a l i n M. Therefore X a e I . Hence 
I i s a l e f t i d e a l of E. Now s i n c e Ker a f\ Ker ( l+a ) = 0 for 
any a e I and Ker a d M, t h e r e f o r e Ker ( l+a ) = 0. I f 
N = ( l+a ) M, then t h e mapping j3 : N > M, where |3(l+a)x) = x 
i s an isomorphism of N i n t o M. Thus i t can be extended t o an 
R-endomorphism r of M. Then r i s a l e f t i n v e r s e of ( l + a ) . 
Consequently each member of I i s l e f t quas i r e g u l a r . Hence 
I ^ J ( E ) . Let L be a r e l a t i v e complaaent of K = Ker \ . Then 
t h e mapping Xx > x , f o r x e L i s an R-isomorphism of t h e 
submodule XL i n t o M. Since M i s pseudo i n f e c t i v e , so i t can 
be extended t o an R-endomorphism 6 of M. Then 
Ker (X e X - X) S K + L, and we know t h a t K + Lcz M. Conse-
quent ly X e X - X e I . 
Now we show t h a t J (E) = I . For any X e J(E) we can 
choose a e e E such t h a t u = X - x e x e I . But 1 - X 6 e J(E) 
s i n c e J (E) i s an i d e a l and t h e r e f o r e (1-X9) e x i s t s . There-
fo re (1-xe) u = X and X e I , s i n c e I i s a l e f t i d e a l . Thus 
J(E) - 1 as a s s e r t e d . From what we have done above i t a l s o 
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fol lows t h a t E - J(E) i s a Von-Neumann r e g u l a r r i n g . 
THEOREM 4 . 5 . 3 . Let M be a pseudo i n f e c t i v e module over a 
r i n g R i n t o M = 0 , t hen Homp(M,M) i s Von-Neumann r e g u l a r 
r i n g . 
PROOF. Let E = Homj^(M,M). By theorem 4 . 5 . 2 , i f a e J (E) 
then Ker a <=- M, but t hen a = 0 , s i n c e M = 0 . Consequently 
J ( E ) = 0 . Hence E i s a Von-Neumann r e g u l a r . 
4 .6 PSEUDO INJECTIVS MODULES WHICH ARE NOT QUASI INJBCTIVS 
In p rev ious s e c t i o n s we have given many r e s u l t s of 
t h e form i f R s a t i s f i e s a s u i t a b l e hjrpothesis t h e n c e r t a i n 
pseudo i n f e c t i v e modiiLes a r e q u a s i - i n f e c t i v e . From t h e s e 
r e s u l t s one may l e a d t o wrong conc lus ions t h a t pseudo i n f e c -
t i v e modxiles a r e g e n e r a l l y q u a s i - i n j e c t i v e . However, H a l l e t t e 
[38] in h i s d o c t o r a l t h e s i s and J a i n and Singh i n a paper 
( p r e p r i n t , 1974) p rov ided an example each of p s e u d o - i n j e c t i v e 
modules which i s no t q u a s i - i n j e c t i v e . But s t i l l two ques t ions 
remained t o be answered ( i ) I s every p s e u d o - i n j e c t i v e module 
over a commutative r i n g q u a s i - i n j e c t i v e j* ( i i ) I s every non-
s i n g u l a r pseudo i n j e c t i v e module q u a s i - i n j e c t i v e ? These 
ques t ions were answered i n n e g a t i v e by Mark L. Teply [ 9 6 ] . 
For c o n s t r u c t i o n of such pseudo i n j e c t i v e modiiLes, he proved 
t h e fo l lowing . 
THEOREM 4 . 6 . 1 . Let I be an i n f i n i t e s e t and l e t {M.} i e I 
be a s e t of pseudo i n j e c t i v e R-modules each of which has non-
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zero socle. For each i e I, assume that there exists 
r. e R such that 
(a) r.m = m for all m e M. and 
(b) r.m = 0 for a l l m e M. with j e I - {i} 
For each i e I , l e t m. e Soc M. such tha t (O : m )^ i s 
a maximal l e f t i dea l . Define M to be the R-submodule of 
71 M ,^ i e I generated by ^ M^  and < m^^ >. If 
H = { r e R | r e ( 0 : m^ )^ for a l l but f i n i t e l y many i e 1} 
i s a maximal l e f t ideal of R, then the following statements 
are va l id . 
(1) M i s not quasi in fec t ive 
(2) M i s pseudo-inject ive i f and only i f the se t 
S = {i e I | the re ex i s t s a monomorphism f : Rm. > M. such 
tha t f (m.) f m.} has f i n i t e c a r d i n a l i t y . 
We can use the above theorem to construct examples of 
R-modules M which are pseudo in fec t ive , but not qtiasi in j active. 
EXAMPLE 4 .6 .1 : Let Z2 = { 0,1 } be the f i e ld with two elements 
and R = Zp [X-, Xp ] be the commutative polynomial r ing 
in countably many indeterminat . For each pos i t i ve integer i , 
l e t 
"j^ — \ X ^ , Xpf . . . . , Xj^  i » l—X. , X. , , . . . . ) 
l e t M. = R/P. i m, = X, + P, and r . = X. i 1 * 1 1 1 1 1 
Then H = (X-j^ , X^, . . . . ) i s a maximal ideal of R ; so t h i s 
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s i t u a t i o n s a t i s f i e s the hypothesis of our theorem 4 . 6 , 1 . 
Since the addi t ive group of each M. i s Zp, i t follows tha t 
the module M constructed in our theorem 4 .6 ,1 is pseudo-
in jec t ive and not quas i - in j ec t ive . 
EXmPLE 4 . 6 .2 . Let F be a f i n i t e f i e ld and F^"^ = F for 
each pos i t i ve in teger n. Let R be the subring of ]\ F^^^ 
<^ (i.) i -1 
generated by ffl F^  ' and < I . >, the se t of the 
i = l QN ^ 
elements of ® F^ •' where i"***^  coordinate i s I . where I . 
i s the i d e n t i t y element of F^ ' . By < I . > we mean the 
subset of < I . > such t h a t any element of < I . > has I . 
as i t s i coordinate and 0 elsewhere. For each pos i t ive 
in teger i , l e t M^  = R < I^ ^ > and r^ ^ = m^  = < I^ > , Then 
H = (^ F'"'^' i s a maximal l e f t ideal of R. Hence theorem 4.6 .1 
implies t ha t M i s a pseudo-inject ive modiile i f and only i f 
F ^ Zp. However M i s not quas i - in jec t ive . 
We can also not ice t h a t R i s a Von Neumann regular 
r ing and so M = ^R i s a non s ingular module. 
CHAPTER FIVB 
CONTINUOUS MODULES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION : 
The origin of the concept of continuous modules go 
back to the work of Von Neumann on continuous geometries 
and that of Utumi on continuous rings 
The theory of continuous modules was introduced by L. Jeremy 
[58] in 197^, but Mohamed and Bouhy later, in 1977, provided 
many interesting generalizations of quasi-injective modules 
for continuous modules. Since then, the theory has attracted 
a large number of algebraists including S.K. Jain, B.J. Muller, 
K. Oshiro and S.T. Rizvi. In this chapter, we give a very 
brief discussion of continuous modules. We admit that because 
of our limitations, particularly of resources and space of 
the dissertation, we have restricted ourselves to give a sort 
of introduction to the notion of continuous modiales. 
In section 5.2, concept of continuous modules has 
been introduced and it has been shown that this concept is 
the generalization of quasi-in;)ectivity. Some properties 
of such modules have been provided in section 5.3. In the 
last section we give the notion of continuoxxs hulls as defi-
ned by Muller and Rizvi in a recent paper [73]. 
5.2 BASIC CONCEPTS 
The concept of quas i - in jec t ive modules was generalized 
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in another direction by Mohamed and Bouhy [77] who defined 
continuous modules. In fact, these modules were first of 
all introduced to extend the study of continuous rings ini-
tiated by Utumi ([99], [lOO], [lOl], [102]). 
DEFINITION 5.2.1 (CONTINUOUS MODULE). A module M over a ring 
R is called continuous if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) Every submodule of M is essential in a summand of M, 
(ii) Every submodule, isomorphic to a summand of M, is itself 
a summand of M. 
It is straight-forward to notice that the condition 
(ii) is equivalent to (ii ) For every summand N of M, any 
exact sequence 
0 > N > M 
splits. 
The following theorem due to Mohamed and Bouhy [77] 
enables us to provide many examples of continuous modules 
(cf. example 3.2.1). 
THEOREM 5.2,1. Every quasi-injective module is continuous. 
PROOF. Let N be a submodule of M. Let C be a maximal essential 
extension of N in M. Then C is a closed submodule of M. By 
0125], Corollary 2.2) C is a summand of M. Thus M satisfies 
condition (i). 
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Let 0 > M > M be an exact sequence with M a 
summand of M. Let % denote the natural prooection of M onto 
M . Since M is quasi-infective then there exists g : M — > M 
such that gf = ly.^. But then (7tg)f = n 1^''= l^"' Hence, 
(ug) is the splitting homomorphism therefore, M satisfies 
condition II. 
The converse of the above theorem is not true. For 
an example of a continuous modvile which is not quasi-injactive, 
we refer to [77]. 
5.5 SOME PROPERTIES OF OONTINUOUS MODULES 
Though not all continuous modules are quasi-infective 
many results on quasi-infective modtiles can be generalized 
for continuous modules also. Corrospaiding to our theorem 
3.^.1 we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.3.1. Every summand of a continuous module is again 
continuous. 
The following example shows that a direct sum (or 
product) of a continuous module need not be continuous. 
EXMPLE 5.3.1. Let F = Z2, the field of two elements and 
"F F" 
0 F 
so that R consists of 8 elements 
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' 1^ ' k . ' 2^ = 
» r ^ = . I \ f Tj :=. 
0 1 
Now A = { 0, r-, } and B = { 0, r 2 , r^ , r^ } are submodules 
of R-module R and 
R = A ^ B 
It is easy to see that A and B are quasi-infective modules 
and thus in view of theorem 5.2.1 are continuous. However R 
is not continuous, since A ^ C = ( 0,b } and C is not a 
sunmand of R. 
THEOREM 5.3.2. Let M be an infective R-module. If M is 
embedded in N and M © N is continuous, then M is infective 
PROOF. Let 0 > n——> N be the embedding. Since f(M) '^  M, 
and M ^ N is continuous, then f(M) is a summand of M (J) N. 
Hence f (M) is a summand of N, and therefore, f(M) is injec-
tive. Hence M is infective. 
If M is an arbitrary module (i.e. not necessarily 
infective) then we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.3.3. If M is embedded in N and M © N is continuous 
then M is quasi-infective. 
If the direct sum of two continuous modules over a 
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r ing R i s always continuous, then one can have more in for -
mation about the modules as well as operating r ing R, 
THEOREM 5 .5 .4 , If the d i r e c t sum of two continuous modules 
over R i s always continiaous, then every continuous module i s 
in fec t ive and R i s a semi-primit ive l e f t noetherian r ing . 
PROOF. By theoren the d i r e c t sum of two continuous 
modules i s always continuous, then every continuous module 
i s i n j e c t i v e ^ Since every simple modtiLe i s continuous, every 
simple module i s i n j e e t i v e . Then by [ 7 2 j , theoren 2 . 1 ) , every 
RHBOdule M has a zero rad ica l ; in p a r t i c u l a r R i s semi-
pr imi t ive . Let {A. : i e 1} be t he se t of simple R-modules. 
Then, 
I ® A, » I © A. 
i e l ^ i e l ^ 
i s completely reducib le , hence continuous. Thus £ ® A. i s 
i £ l ^ 
in fec t ive . Then R i s r i g h t noetherian by a theoron of R.P. 
Kurshan [ J . Algebra (1970), 376-386]. 
Recall t h a t a module M i s sa id t o be uniform i f every 
non-zero submodule of M i s e s s e n t i a l in M which i s equivalent 
t o the condit ion t h a t the i n t e r s ec t i on of any two non zero 
submodules of M i s not zero. 
THEOREM 5 . 3 . 5 . A continuoxis indecomposable module i s uniform. 
The following general izes theorem 3.^.2 of quas i - infec t ive 
modules. 
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THEOREM 5 .3 .6 . A closed subaaodule of a continuous module M 
i s a summand of M. 
Fai th and Utumi [25] generalized a charac te r iza t ion 
of semi simple r ings by using the notion of quas i - in j ec t iv i ty 
which was e a r l i e r ^proved by Osofsky [82] in terms of in jec t ive 
modules. The r e s u l t t o which we re fe r i s , namely : A ring 
R i s sani simple i f and only i f every f i n i t e l y generated R-
modxile i s quasi i n j ec t i ve . This r e s u l t i s generalized as 
follows : 
THEOREM 5 .3 .7 . A r ing R i s seoai simple i f and only i f 
every f i n i t e l y generated R-module i s continuous. 
5 . ^ CONTINUOUS HULLS 
Analogous t o in jec t ive hul l of a module M (cf. de f in i -
t i on 2 . 7 . 1 ) , hul ls for several genera l iza t ions of the concept 
of i n j e c t i v i t y are a l so defined and t h e i r existence i s es tab-
l i shed . They are a l l submodules of the in jec t ive hul l ,and 
therefore e s sen t i a l over M. Moreover, they have a s t r i k i n g 
uniqueness property : as suboaodules of a fixed in jec t ive hu l l , 
they are absolutely unique, not only unique \;pto isotnorphism. 
For t h e i r study we may re fe r [32 ] , [58] and [62] e t c . 
Recently Mtiller and Rizvi [73] gave the concepts of 
th ree types of continuous h u l l s . 
DEFINITION 5.^ .1 (CONTINUOUS HULLS). Let M be an R-module 
with an in j ec t ive hul l E and l e t H be a continuous over 
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modiile of M. 
( i ) H i s ca l led a type I continuous hul l of M, i f 
M S . X & H for a continuous module X implies X = H. 
( i i ) H i s ca l led a type I I continuous hul l of M, i f for 
every continuous overmodule X of M, there ex i s t s a 
monomorphism ja : H > X over M. 
( i i i ) H i s ca l led a type I I I continuous hull of M ( in E), 
i f M ' ^ H & E, and i f H S X holds for every con t i -
nuous modiile M ^ X " ^ E. 
I t can be eas i ly noted t h a t de f in i t ion ( i i i ) i s inde-
pendent of the choice of E in the following sense .: i f B i s 
another in fec t ive hul l of M, and i f (j) : E > E i s an i s o -
morphism over M, then (j)(H) i s a type I I I continuous hul l of 
M in E, and i t i s independent of the choice of ()). 
There are many implications of these def in i t ions 
among themselves. Miiller and Rizvi [73] proved the following 
THEOREM 5 . ^ . 1 . Every type I I I continuous hull i s type I I , 
and every type I I continuous hul l i s type I . All continuous 
hul ls are e s sen t i a l over M. If type I I continuous hull 
e x i s t s , then i t i s isomorphic over M to every type I con t i -
nuous h u l l . 
Muller and Rizvi [73] have provided an example of a 
module over a non-commutative r ing which has no continuous 
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hull of type II or III. However there are fairly big 
classes of commutative rings over which existence of con-
tinuous hulls can be established. 
THEOREM 5.^.2. Every non-singular cyclic module over a 
commutative ring has a continuous hull. 
THEOREM 5.^.3. A cyclic module M over a commutative ring 
R has a continuous hull if and only if the module 
enR + ann„ (I) has a continuous hull. 
1 E^ 
THEOREM 5.^.^. Every uniform cyclic module over a commuta-
tive ring has a continuous hull. 
THEOREM 5.^.5. Every cyclic module over a commutative ring 
whose singular submodule is uniform, has a continuous hull. 
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